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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
D1.3 ENCORE Concept summarises the concept of the envisaged ENCORE solution,
based on the requirements of the pilot case, as well as the state-of-the-art, including an
overview on the envisaged ENCORE platform and the basic approach for each of the
envisaged ENCORE Services.
Therefore, the deliverable describes the envisaged ENCORE cloud platform, which
represent the central element within the renovation process, including a simplified
ENCORE ecosystem architecture, which is separated into three key layers. In addition,
the ENCORE platform is modelled by an ontology diagram. It also describes the actors
identified to be involved in along the renovation process, as well as the workflow in the
different phases, in order to explain the system operation in detail.
Moreover, the ENCORE Service Framework represents all services are described in
detail, classified by their purpose in two major services classes, the ENCORE (Web-)
Apps and the ENCORE Engines. Finally, the deliverable presents first mock-ups of the
graphical user interface of the ENCORE platform, which will serve as a portal to the
framework services.
Therewith, D1.3 represents a basic input for the elaboration of D1.4 ENCORE
Architecture and D1.5 Pilot Case.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
A recent study by DG Internal Policy [DG Internal Policies, 2016] reveals that the stock
of residential buildings in the EU is growing old very fast, with more than 40% of them
built before 1960, and 90% before 1990. One of the main drawbacks of older buildings is
the higher energy consumption (as an example, new buildings generally need fewer than
three to five litres of heating oil per square meter per year, while older buildings consume
about 25 litres on average). This is a huge problem considering that buildings account for
40% of the EU's energy consumption, 36% of its CO2 emissions and 55% of its electricity
consumption. This situation implies that renovation of existing buildings must be
accelerated to fulfil EU's climate and energy targets 1, but the current renovation rate is
very low (about 1- 2% per year) and most of these renovations do not obtain all the energy
savings that could be achieved. Additionally, the renovation process is not properly
managed, due to several reasons:


Owners are not well advised because of the lack of relevant information about the
existing stock, which makes the development of feasibility studies quite
cumbersome;



The overall design phase is very long and expensive and requires many different
skills;



The execution of renovations tasks is not cost-effective mostly due to the
uncertainty about the current state of the building, or the need for too frequent
revisions of work plans and design changes.

Therefore, the main objective of ENCORE is to boost renovation industry and to increase
the share of renovated stock in Europe and worldwide, by providing effective and
affordable BIM tools that cover the whole renovation life-cycle (from data collection to
project execution, and commissioning/delivery). It will take into consideration energy
efficiency and comfort parameters, involving all the actors in the process (architecture
studios, designers, constructors, tenants, or public administration), and facilitating
information exchange among all the parties). Achieving this objective, will lead to several
benefits for the construction and software industries, and society in general:


The whole renovation process will be more agile and transparent.



The costs of the renovation process will be drastically reduced and shortened. This
will make renovation projects more affordable to the owners of the housings, thus
boosting the building stock renovation ratios.



From the software industry perspective, given that renovation projects account for
57% of all construction activity [DG Internal Policies, 2016], creating a specific
solution that supports and accelerates the overall buildings renovation process, and
obtains effective energy savings, will be an enormous market opportunity once the
main research challenges have been overcome.

ENCORE addresses these opportunities and aims to improve the renovation process by:
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Developing a BIM Cloud-based solution that will offer several features/services to
all the stakeholders in the full life-cycle of renovation.



Designing general Building Energy Efficiency (EE) and Comfort models that
observe the climatological diversity of European countries and their regulations.



Designing an ontology that identifies the entities of a building, their properties (e.g.
dimensions, materials, energy efficiency and comfort ratios) and their relations.



Creating a methodology that will cover the full life-cycle of the renovation process.

This document summarises the challenges and presents the technological concepts of the
ENCORE solution. It presents the deliverable D1.3 - ENCORE Concept under Work
Package WP1 Specification of ENCORE Concept and Pilot Case.
This ENCORE concept provides the overall description of the architecture, software
technologies and service infrastructure based on the results of the task T1.1 Analysis of
SOTA and Market Requirements and T1.2 Specification of Requirements.

1.1

DOCUMENT PURPOSE
The current document presents the deliverable D1.3 - ENCORE Concept, of the project
ENCORE. The work described here is part of the Task T1.3 Definition of the ENCORE
Concept for the WP1 – Specification of ENCORE Concept and Pilot Case.
The objectives of this task can be summarised in the points below:


Definition of the features and the functionalities required for the project,



Identification of the basic functionality for the SW components that will be
developed within this project,



Elaboration of the project concept based on the collected requirements.

This document summarises the concept of the envisaged ENCORE solution, based on the
requirements of the pilot case, as well as the state-of-the-art, including the basic approach
for each of the main SW components and the basic approach for integration of ENCORE
with existing systems.
The main result of these activities is the high-level concept for the ENCORE solution,
which will serve as the starting point for the detailed ICT specifications.

1.2

APPROACH APPLIED
The ENCORE concept presented here is the result of a process already started in the
previous deliverable D1.2 Requirements analysis and is illustrated in Figure 1 below.
Furthermore, the concept has a strong correlation with the deliverables D1.4 The
ENCORE architecture and D1.5 Pilot Cases and Use Case Scenarios,

PU Version 1.0
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Figure 1: Approach applied for elaboration of ENCORE Concept

Shortly, the steps of that process were:

1.3



Detailed analyses of the pilot case and the use case scenarios.



Creation of the textual descriptions of the pilot case and use case scenarios and
extraction of needs and requirements.



Collection of the information/insight into the market available solutions of
corresponding application, along with exchanges with actors in the BIM domain
outside of the consortium.



On top of that, the RTD performers have created an in-depth analysis of the stateof-the-art R&D activities in the relevant areas, that was used and enriched by the
expertise (of RTD performers.



All participants in the above described activities (see Figure 1) have also provided
technical visions and innovation ideas to complete the requirements. The action was
done to introduce the long-term visions for the future improvements of the
solutions.

DOCUMENT STRUCTURE
The structure of the document is the following:


Section 1, Introduction, includes a concise overview of the overall content of the
document, mentioning, (a) for whom this document is intended, (b) the main results
described in it, (c) the interest and benefit the reader may expect from it, (d) its
purpose and its position with respect to the whole project, and a (e) brief overview
of its contents.



Section 2, ENCORE Platform, provides an overview about the envisaged
platform, including the actors that are involved in the usage of the ENCORE
platform, the default workflow of the ENCORE platform and the ENCORE
ontology.

PU Version 1.0
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1.4



Section 3, ENCORE Framework, provides a conceptual ENCORE system
architecture with an overview of all components and their relationships.



Section 4, ENCORE MVP, provides wireframes of the ENCORE platform user
interfaces.



Section 5, Conclusions, provides some concluding remarks.

CONTRIBUTORS
All project partners have substantially contributed to this deliverable with ATB acting as
editor in preparing each version of the document using a collaborative and iterative
process of increasing levels of refinement.
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2.

ENCORE PLATFORM
The ENCORE platform aims to support the renovation process of a building, having as
basis criterion the achievement of energy efficiency and comfort for its intended users
and stakeholders. Additionally, the ENCORE platform will monitor the building
undertaking the renovation to visualise relevant information for the renovation actors and
users, intending to assure the application of the produced selected renovation plan.
Therewith, the envisaged ENCORE cloud platform will represent a central element within
the renovation process, offering functionalities and interfaces to harvest and exchange all
data/information, for and among all stakeholders involved along the lifecycle of such
renovation process (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: ENCORE Ecosystem Architecture

As shown in Figure 2, a simplified ENCORE ecosystem architecture can be separated
into three main layers:
1. User layer: representing all users (as e.g. architects, energy expert, project managers,
building owners, dwellers etc.) interacting with the ENCORE platform along all steps
of a renovation process from data acquisition over model creation, project execution
up to the continuous monitoring of a building after finalisation of the renovation
project in order to validate the improved energy efficiency and improved comfort.
2. Platform layer: representing the ENCORE cloud platform itself, including its key
modules, (i) User Interfaces enabling controlled access to renovation data from
different sources, (ii) ENCORE Web Apps offering flexible support to different

PU Version 1.0
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platform users in project execution (iii) ENCORE Engines which will create the
models, identify and classify their elements, and enhance them with knowledge (iv)
the Interfaces to External Systems.
3. Data source layer: representing all External Systems which have to exchange
information with the ENCORE cloud platform (providing information to the platform
or requesting information from the platform), as e.g. BIM, GIS, drones, weather
information systems etc.
In regard to this context, ENCORE intend to offer a set of integrated solutions to all the
stakeholders in the innovation life-cycle that combines software and hardware systems
for different purposes:

PU Version 1.0



Architects and designers will be able to collect data of the buildings from different
sources (e.g. photographs, scanned images of the building or on-line available
data) and build the 3D models from Point Clouds, images or geographic
information.



The system will automatically categorize the elements of the 3D model, assigning
them specific EE and comfort parameters, following energetic and comfort
models.



Architects or engineers performing renovation projects will be able to perform
changes to the BIM model, and visualize the impact of the renovation on EE and
comfort calculations and budget, directly in IFC formats (e.g. they will be able to
visualize energy simulations or overheating/sunlight impact directly in IFCs).



Architects, engineers, constructors and designers will be able to exchange the
models in IFC format; and will also be able to validate the different stages of the
life-cycle.



Tenants will be able to contribute to the elaboration of the BIM model by making
photographs of details with their mobile phones and sending them to the studio.
They will also be able to visualize the impact of the renovation project on the
aesthetics of the building by means of different visualization techniques and
devices (AR/Mixed Reality, or mobile and computer browsers) and validate/reject
the result.



The system will automatically provide constructors with the breakdown of tasks,
by means of an agent-based holonic behaviour of the system.



Dwellers, tenants and service companies will be able to monitor the building after
the renovation project, and the system will implement predictive maintenance
features to ensure that the efficiency gained in renovation is maintained over time.
For example, service companies and dwellers can receive automatic notifications
from the system when it detects that some components (e.g. sensors or actuators)
are about to fail, or their useful life (e.g. filters) is coming to an end.
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Therefore, the platform has to handle vast amount of data and stakeholders involved and
has supports this domain with flexible solutions for needed complex calculations
considering multiple-parameters, by provisioning of simple and clear visualisations and
interactions to the user.
To describe the envisaged ENCORE ecosystem concept in more detail, chapter 2 is
structured as follows:

2.1



Chapter 2.1: Ontology describing the ENCORE platform as part of the ENCORE
system



Chapter 2.2: The actors identified to be involved in the default ENCORE
workflow (extracted story)



Chapter 2.3: Workflow explain the system operation of the different life cycle
phases, as well as the defined default workflow from user perspective. The
workflow for each service/module will be described in deliverable D1.4 ENCORE
Architecture.



Chapter 2.4: Set of Services to be provide by the Encore Platform in order to
realise the workflow defined

ENCORE ONTOLOGY
The ENCORE platform can be described as part of the ENCORE system with the
ontology diagram presented in Figure 41 (see chapter 7 Appendix)
In more detail, the ENCORE system describes the aspects that affect (or are foreseen to
affect) the design, development and operation of the ENCORE platform which aims to
support the renovation process by offering an effective tool for renovation planning. The
ENCORE systems involve the actors (either human or software agents interacting
automatically) that either the use the ENCORE platform directly or interact with their
input or output information affecting this way the operation or results of the platform.
The resources used by the ENCORE system include the infrastructure used
(hardware/software) to design, develop and operate the ENCORE platform, to collect the
input data or deliver the output to the actors, as well as all the information needed to flow
on the ENCORE platform for its specified operation. Considering the ENCORE system
as a so-called Product-Service System1 where the ENCORE platform is the product and
the renovation planning the service that is offered to the users, the main focus should be
given on the process the system serves, namely the renovation. Therefore, renovation of
a building as a process focusing in the energy efficiency and comfort aspects, will be the
main aspect which will be deeply analysed within ENCORE in order to design and
develop the ENCORE platform respectively. In particular, the services that will be offered

1

Mont, Oksana K. "Clarifying the concept of product–service system." Journal of cleaner production 10.3 (2002): 237245.
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by the ENCORE platform can be shown in the more detailed ENCORE system ontology
(see Figure 42 in chapter 7 Appendix).

2.2

ENCORE ACTORS
The actors identified to be involved in the extracted story can be grouped in the following
categories:

PU Version 1.0



Client: This actor is the person that initiates a renovation project (e.g. owner of a
house, property manager).



User: This actor is the person that is living in a house that is renovated (e.g. person
living in a house). It is not necessarily the owner of the house. On bigger
renovation projects (e.g. multi story buildings) there is often many user, some
might be owners and some might be renters.



Service Provider:


Architect: This actor provides design ideas to the client. These design ideas
involve many factors that does not include energy efficiency directly, but can
and in many cases will have a direct impact on the energy efficiency.



Energy Expert: This actor provides information about the energy
improvement realised by a renovation project. He is e.g. using software tools,
such as Energy+, to execute the energy simulation and will provide the results
in ENCORE.



Project Manager: This actor is responsible for executing the renovation
project(s). The Project Manager can in some cases be the same person as the
Architect or Engineer. Sometimes it is a different person, but from the same
company as the Architect and Engineer. And lastly it could be a person from
a completely different company. Thus, the Project Managers exact role and
interests purely depend on the project model chosen.



Contractor: This actor is responsible for executing the defined and agreed
energy renovation project. This actor is also responsible for gathering the asbuilt data. If a propose material was chosen by the Architect, but the
contractor changes this in the construction phase, then the contractor has to
document this change in the BIM (e.g. builder)


Mechanical / Electrical and Plumbing Engineer: This actor provides
the necessary expertise in terms of defining the requirements for all
technical installations and utilities to be used in the building. This
actor could also be the Energy Expert on minor projects.



Structural Engineer: This actor is responsible for all structural
elements in the renovation project. The actor has a minor impact on
the buildings future energy efficiency, but the actor needs to arrange
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building envelope sensitive construction methods with the Architect
to avoid thermal-bridges in the building envelope.



BMS Operator: This actor defines the operator of the building management
system.

Data Providers:


Point Cloud Provider: This actor provides point clouds to the ENCORE
platform, which can be used to construct a building model (e.g. drone or
LIDAR operator). Such point clouds will mainly be used for creating a model
of the building “envelope”.



Images Provider: This actor provides images to the ENCORE platform,
which can be used to construct a building model (e.g. drone operator). Such
images can be used for the building “envelope” as well as for indoor models
of the building to be renovated



Building Information Provider: This actor provides information from a
building management / monitoring system to the ENCORE platform.



Component Suppliers: This actor is a user of the ENCORE platform that
provide data about components (e.g. windows, radiators, etc.) use for a
renovation project.



Public Authority: User that manage social habitational solutions. They will
be aware of the impact of the different renovation strategies by using the
ENCORE platform

Analysing the expected application of the ENCORE solution, it was recognised that those
actor-groups could be further divided into sub-categories of individuals, who either
interact with the solution, or are being affected by its results. However, from conceptual
point of view, the above-mentioned actors are the main actor involved with the ENCORE
solution.

2.3

ENCORE WORKFLOW
As already mentioned, the ENCORE solution is composed by different services which
either acts as a proxy serving data to other services, or are being used to process the data.
In order to explain the system operation in detail, it is necessary to describe the workflow
in the different phases, as well as the workflow within each of the module-services. The
workflow for each service/module will be described in deliverable D1.4 ENCORE
Architecture.
Figure 3 shows an example of a sequence of steps that can be followed for the
configuration of the ENCORE solution during the setup phase. Since the configuration of
the different services does not depend on one another, the sequence of the steps may be
different depending on the individual preferences of the specific application business
case.
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Project
Initialisation

Data Acquisition

Model
Creation

Model
Enhancement

Renovation
Execution

Finalization &
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Figure 3: Workflow – Renovation Project

Project Initialisation: The first step is related to initialising and setting up a renovation
project. The project is usually initialised by a client and project manager is assigned to
the project in order to schedule and execute the next tasks in the workflow.
Data Acquisition: This step will guide the users of ENCORE in the use and configuration
of the technologies available to carry out the data acquisition, including, if necessary, how
to perform the preparatory work in the field.
Model Creation: This step will describe the mechanisms underlying the automatic model
creation, and also the available BIM resources to manually complete the model. It will
include the guidelines on how to maintain the ontology to incorporate new elements and
relations.
Model Enhancement: This step will guide the users of ENCORE in enhancing the
model. The model could be enhanced, e.g. by adding pictures, energy and comfort
models, etc.
Renovation Execution: This step will describe the mechanisms to report and follow-up
the construction work to ensure budget deviation alarms will trigger when required.
Finalisation & Monitoring: This step will describe the mechanisms for the final
approval of the works, which can be on-site or on-line.
As a whole, the workflow in the execution phase can be described with the following
Figure 4. In the monitoring phase, the data acquisition accepts data from the BMS and
acts as a proxy, serving the data as input to the Continuous Monitoring services and the
Data Evaluation. The results of this processing are being forwarded to the Visualisation.

BMS
Installation

Data
Acquisition

Continuous
Monitoring

Data
Evaluation

Finalization

Figure 4: Workflow – Monitoring phase

BMS installation: This step will guide the users of ENCORE in the installation of a
Building Management System, that e.g. allows for acquiring data from sensors (e.g.
temperature / humidity) for continuous monitoring.
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Data Acquisition: This step will guide the users of ENCORE in the use and configuration
of the technologies available to carry out the data acquisition, including, if necessary, how
to perform the preparatory work in the field.
Continuous Monitoring: This step will execute the continuous monitoring of a building
after finalisation of the renovation project in order to validate the improved energy
efficiency and improved comfort.
Data Evaluation: This step will describe the available mechanisms for feedback
provision, and how to set up the environment and devices to effectively provide this
feedback. For example, in the case of using reality augmentation technologies on site, the
methodology will thoroughly describe how to prepare the context to correctly visualize
the results, and which will be the mechanisms made available to the user to provide
feedback.
Finalisation: This step will describe the parameters that will be continuously measured
after the renovation project ends in order to ensure that the efficiency and comfort gains
do not degrade over time. It will include a metrics interpretation guideline for the endusers, so they can understand the status of the dwelling when observing the monitoring
dashboard.
Following these general workflows for Renovation Project and Monitoring Phase a
definition and description of a default workflow from user perspective has been realised,
i.e. from the perspective of Actors defined in chapter 2.2 interacting with the ENCORE
platform.
During a renovation project many different phases are involved together with many
different stakeholders. A regular renovation project involves 5 overall phases:
1. Initiation
2. Design proposal
3. Project planning, development, shop drawings
4. Construction
5. Handover
To these main phases there are many sub-phases that the stakeholders go through and the
ENCORE project has defined these based on the project team members knowledge of
their individual industry in their respective countries. This method has been chosen due
to the construction industry being different in each country and a base line is needed.
These sub-phases are defined as workflows and are set to validate and describe the use
case within a focus area. The workflow is defined in 12 stages and involves the entire
renovation process from Idea to Delivery:
Client
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Project Manager : Client advisor or similar – often educated Architect or Engineer.
AEC-stakeholder : Architect, Engineer or Contractor.
Contractor

: Responsible for constructing the building.

A. Initiation
1. The Client initiates a renovation
Architectural/Engineering office.

project

and

contacts

a

relevant

2. A Project Manager is assigned to the renovation project by the company.
B. Design proposal
3. Project manager and client define renovation requirements.
4. Project manager involves other relevant AEC-stakeholders, if needed, for information
model creation.
5. AEC-Stakeholder involves data providers for information model creation.
a. AEC-Stakeholder fills survey to assess the current status of the building together
with the client.
b. AEC-Stakeholder creates an initial model based on online available information.
c. AEC-Stakeholder involves point cloud and image provider for geometric model
creation.
6. AEC-Stakeholder involves energy expert to simulate/analyze energy efficiency and
comfort options
a. energy expert involves building manager to provide performance information (e.g.
from sensor)
C. Project planning, development, shop drawings
7. Project Manager decides together with the Client on the renovation process based on
discussion with AEC-Stakeholder & Energy Expert
D. Construction
8. Project Manager involves AEC-Stakeholder to execute renovation project.
9. Project Manager involves BMS Operator to install BMS.
E. Handover
10. Project Manager must evaluate the results of the renovation process.
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11. Project Manager informs the Client about results.
12. Clients signs off the renovation process.

2.4

ENCORE SERVICES
To realise the workflow described above, the Encore Platform will provide a set of
Services which can be classified in three Blocks by their purpose. These ENCORE
Services will be orchestrated through an on-line Encore Platform and can be served either
in dedicated Graphic User Interfaces, or through Web Browser Interfaces with responsive
behaviour (i.e. they can be displayed in any type of device).

I. BIM based
Support Tools

BIM-based support tool for digital modelling and
automated information generation, which includes all the
services that are necessary for the reconstruction of the
BIM, i.e. data acquisition from different sources, data
processing, 3D objects reconstruction, image processing
and related semantics, extraction of knowledge, and
management of BIM resources.

III. Real Time
ESTIMATION OF
ENERGY AND
COMFORT
PERFORMANCES

II. BIM aided
Holonic
Management

BIM-aided Holonic Management System for building
renovation, which contains all the services that are required
to execute the renovation project. They are linked to the
previous classification through the validation of the
renovation project, which can be performed by AR/Mixed
Reality, web or dedicated interfaces, etc. Validation of the
model triggers the construction management holonic
subsystem.
Real-time estimation of energy and comfort performances,
which contains all the studies, models and services related
to the calculation of Energy Efficiency and Comfort
parameters, and its link to the BIM model by means of IFC
enhancement. It also observes the monitoring of the
dwelling over time.

A more detailed description of these envisaged ENCORE services is given in the
following chapter 3.
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3.

ENCORE SERVICE FRAMEWORK
The following ENCORE Service Framework represents all services shown in chapter 2.4
which are classified by their purpose and are grouped into two major services classes, the
ENCORE (Web-)Apps and the ENCORE Engines (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: ENCORE Service Framework

To describe these services more detailed, chapter 3 is structured as follows:
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Chapter 3.1 covering a description of all ENCORE services for the purpose:
“BIM-based support tool for digital modelling and automated information
generation”, which includes all the services that are necessary for the
reconstruction of the BIM, i.e. data acquisition from different sources, data
processing, 3D objects reconstruction, image processing and related semantics,
extraction of knowledge, and management of BIM resources.



Chapter 3.2 covering a description of all ENCORE services for the purpose:
“BIM-aided Holonic Management System for building renovation”, which
contains all the services that are required to execute the renovation project. They
are linked to the previous classification through the validation of the renovation
project, which can be performed by AR/Mixed Reality, web or dedicated
interfaces, etc. Validation of the model triggers the construction management
holonic subsystem.



Chapter 3.3 covering a description of all ENCORE services for the purpose:
“Real-time estimation of energy and comfort performances”, which contains all
the studies, models and services related to the calculation of Energy Efficiency
and Comfort parameters, and its link to the BIM model by means of IFC
enhancement. It also observes the monitoring of the dwelling over time.
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3.1

BIM-BASED SUPPORT TOOL FOR DIGITAL MODELLING AND AUTOMATED
INFORMATION GENERATION

3.1.1

Data Acquisition Service
To automate the process of acquiring data from the building or property by using
surveying techniques based on LiDAR (and other optical technologies). DAS, as a part
of BIM based Support Tools for digital modelling and automated information generation,
will obtain data from the envelope of the building and also from in-door spaces and
elements such as electrical services, plumbing, drainage, floor surfaces, or under-floor
spaces. DAS is considered as External Service and it belongs to Data Capture layer within
ENCORE architecture. Data capturing techniques to be applied in ENCORE are HD
Scanning with LiDAR technology, Photogrammetry or self-calibration techniques
(e.g. Uncalibrated Structure-from-Motion or Multi-View Stereo). ENCORE will
embark LiDAR and other sensors in UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) for the gathering
of data about the envelope, roof and areas of difficult access for humans (complex facades
might require static tripod scanners as well). In order to speed up the process DAS will
provide raw data for Image Processing and Reconstruction Service by using up to three
(3) UAVs flying simultaneously in autonomous mode of operation. This will require
development of mission planning and execution software module (Mission Planner).
Based on data related to the building details, such as the height, the position with respect
to other buildings, surrounding vegetation, surrounding infrastructure (i.e. power lines),
etc., this module will automatically plan the flight missions for UAVs so that all structural
components of the building are covered from required angles and with required precision.
Figure 6 shows initial results of the trajectory (in green) planned for area investigation in
order to get rough 3D model of facilities (Figure 7).

Figure 6: Planned trajectory for area coverage
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Figure 7: Simple 3D model obtained by executing trajectory shown in Figure 6

Furthermore, the mission planner will provide a software module for execution of
trajectories for taking measurements related to the thickness and other properties
of the walls. This module will fly a UAV close to the building wall, and, by using an
impedance force control algorithm, will allow the UAV to lean a measurement tool on
the wall at designated points defined by an operator and automatically take
measurements. The Mission Planer will be supported by dedicated Human-MachineInterface (HMI), developed within ENCORE project. HMI will provide easy and safe
handling of the UAVs by incorporating multi-channel communication between the
system and the operator - instead of using only standard tools, such as keyboard and
joystick, we plan to augment the system with audio commands (microphone), audio
feedback (earphones), as well as wearable tactile sensors (vibration devices implemented
on special vest).
For in-door areas the consortium will use similar surveying techniques with static tripods
and mobile devices. Use of mobile devices will enable to involve dwellers in the data
gathering process. Data captured, either with drones, static scanners or mobile phones,
will be processed in ENCORE’s cloud providing a more massive computation power
that will allow to include sophisticated reconstruction algorithms, while keeping the
computation time low and saving battery on the devices.
Thorough description of DAS, comprising details on design, development and testing,
will be provided in deliverables D2.1.1-3.
3.1.2

Image Processing and Reconstruction Service
The IPRS (Image Processing and Reconstruction Service) is a multi source service whose
ultimate goal is to produce an as accurate as possible BIM, as per requirement [ENC-99].
The type of processing will depend on the type of input (point clouds, images) and on the
type of the environment (outdoor, indoor). The goal will be to produce the envelope of
the building, complete with the characteristics of each constructive element (windows,
doors and their sub components etc).
In the case of outdoor scenario, the service will include a first part, whose goal is to create
a 3D point cloud and a set of images spatially registered with said point cloud. If the input
data is a (large) set of photographs, the service will employ Photogrammetry or self-
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calibration techniques (e.g. Uncalibrated Structure-from Motion or Multi-View Stereo),
which compute both the camera parameters and the point clouds. Suitability of other
approaches such as deep learning-based methods for indoor and/or outdoor 3D modelling
will also be analysed before finalizing the service. This setting makes it possible to the
dwellers to produce their own model as per requisite [ENC-51,ENC-76], although from
a limited number of views and hence with lower quality. If the input data is obtained with
range sensor and possibly a small number of photographs, camera parameters will be
found automatically, with a fall back solution requiring minimal user input. Once the
point cloud and registered images dataset is obtained, ENCORE will implement the
Object-based Image Analysis (OBIA) that consists of the extraction of information
from the previously obtained data using a hierarchy of image objects (groups of pixels)
using photos registered to the point clouds. First of all, the IPRS will implement
Segmentation algorithms to separate the different elements in the Point Cloud as well as
photos, and thus they will be classified into different semantic parts by using deeplearning based methods. Point Clouds do not fully describe the geometry of objects, and
therefore can show shadow or void areas that can lead to misinterpretations. Therefore,
achieving a full automation is a real challenge not achieved up to now. ENCORE will
design a service/agent to provide real-time assistance to the end-users when identifying
and classifying the elements.
In the case of indoor scenario, ENCORE will enable the user to perform a digitalization
of the environment with more than one off-the-shelf hardware [ENC-51] such as common
mobile phone or panoramic cameras (such as the Ricoh Theta or similar). Figure 8 shows
a potential interface for the mobile-based acquisition using the phone camera.

Figure 8: Potential interface for the mobile-based acquisition using the phone camera

The app will allow the user to acquire images to be processed in a remote server. After a
sequence of images have been processed and the 3D model is computed, the app may
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allow the user to view some geometric markers such as the green lines either in a selected
image or in 3D.
ENCORE will also include tools for reconstructing BIM from online available data such
as land registries, Google Maps or other available GIS sources. ENCORE will allow to
generate the models either from existing photographs, 2D sketches or geometric and GIS
information available on-line.
The Encore Reconstruction Service will output the result in several file formats. One will
be IFC as the input to the ENCORE apps and engines.
In addition, other common formats will also be available such as Dbj (Alias Wavefront)
and Ply in order to allow the majority of 3D data visualization applications to load the
models, in compliance with requirements [ENC-92].
3.1.3

Knowledge Extraction and Object Enhancement Service
The KEE service will be able to properly identify the individual objects isolated by the
IPRS Service and relate them to the rest of elements in the model. This module is divided
in two parts, the Knowledge Extraction and the Object Enhancement. To perform the
identification, two main components will be used, such as:


an internal repository of BIM IFC resources, that the service will use as reference
model to match the newly find objects. The previously obtained 3D model and
object classification will be matched against this repository and will clearly identify
those with no coincidence.



an ontology, based on ifcOWL, that relates all the elements of the building, its
systems and sub-systems, being able to obtain the relations between the previously
identified elements.

3.1.3.1 Challenges
ENCORE Context Model:
Within the ENCORE project the ENCORE Context Model will be used to extract
knowledge by identifying the current context of BIM related objects. Therefore, the
ENCORE Context Model describes circumstances under which a BIM object or a process
is currently used. This allows for object enhancement of an object by adding additional
information. The ENCORE Context Model will be a set of concepts, and their relations,
which describe circumstances under which BIM related object is currently used in a
renovation project.
Key challenges in defining ENCORE Context Model and approach are:
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ENCORE approach: The ENCORE Context Model can be associated to all
information which describe changes in the circumstances under which a BIM
related object and process is used/operates.


Which information should be associated with ENCORE Context Model?
ENCORE approach: According to the above definition of the situations, any
information (concept) available about the circumstances under which a BIM related
object and process is used, can be a situation and can be included in the ENCORE
Context Model. The question is, which of this information has sense to be included
in the ENCORE Context Model. Getting and processing this information is related
to costs (e.g. for sensors, processing algorithms and computers etc.), and, therefore,
it must be carefully studied which information has to be included in the ENCORE
Context Model.

Knowledge Extraction/Object Enhancement
The Knowledge Extraction/Object Enhancement service allow for identifying changes in
the context of the environment. The current identified context is used to support the object
enhancement.
The Knowledge Extraction/Object Enhancement method uses monitored “raw data”
provided by systems/sensors, or the IPRS, as well as knowledge available in different
systems, to derive the current context. Using the ENCORE Context Model, the monitored
data is evaluated and the knowledge extracted. Based on the identified and extracted
knowledge, the knowledge can be compared to previous ones and stored. A continuous
process, coordinating with the monitoring, and followed by the reasoning process to give
current context meaning to the provided knowledge, is built around the main
enhancement of objects in ENCORE.
The method covers definition of the mechanisms to extract knowledge – in relation to the
quantitative relationships influencing the meaning of context from various perspectives.
This includes a definition of the entities relevant for monitoring context, and investigation
of the extent to which these mechanisms depend on the viewpoint, for which changes are
being monitored, according to the defined ENCORE Context Models.
3.1.3.2 Approach
ENCORE Context Model
The approach selected to model context is ontology based. The ENCORE Context Model
will be based on the ENCORE Ontology. Due to their flexibility, expressiveness and
extensibility, ontologies can be considered as the most suitable candidates for
representation of situations. They ensure that different entities that use the situational data
have a common semantic understanding of that data. They also come with reasoning
mechanisms over the available situational data, making it possible to extract inferred
knowledge out of the implicitly stated situations. The key task is the definition of a
‘holistic’ and dynamic ENCORE Context Model, taking into account the context of BIM
related objects and processes in which the objects are used, context of the user, etc. Figure
41 shows an excerpt of the ENCORE context model, based on the ENCORE ontology,
that could be used within the ENCORE solution.
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In order to identify the current context of BIM related objects and processes, as well as
the current context of the user, the proposed solution uses as information sources:


data from IPRS,



systems and other sensors,



available knowledge from different systems surrounding the BIM related object.

Knowledge Extraction
The objective of the Object Enhancement service is to receive raw (sensor) data and
provide aggregated monitored data. To achieve this the Knowledge Extraction service
allows monitoring of legacy systems in enterprises via different interfaces from the Event
Driven Data Collection Layer. It is therefore able to “standardise” and correlate the data
from distinct systems (e.g. map actions from file systems and web-services) which later
serves as a basis for identification and determination of situations.
The main component of the Knowledge Extraction service is the modular monitoring
process, used for all monitoring services with an extendable and configurable
standardised process (see Figure 9). The process is three-parted and contains the
following modules:

Figure 9: Recurrent Monitoring Process
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Monitoring module, which contains all services to monitor legacy systems and
devices in enterprises, via the Data Access Layer. The distributed monitoring
services, also call back this module with their gathered information. The monitoring
services can be extended and configured for different systems and do not need to
comply with other modules.
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Parser module, which contains content parser for the different possible data
captured by the monitoring services. The parser offers access to the diverse data
possible interacted and, therefore, monitored with. It provides the access for the
analyser and may parse available environmental properties.



Analyser / Monitoring Data builder module, which correlates the monitored content
(and possible environmental properties) and constructs the standardised monitoring
data to be stored and handed over to the Knowledge Extraction / Object
Enhancement service, or any other service that needs this information.



Monitoring user behaviour module, which allows monitoring of non-structured
sources of information (that are not collected by a system/sensor), from the userenvironment, via different interfaces from the Data Access Layer. It is therefore
able to standardise and correlate the (e.g. usage) data from distinct systems (e.g.
map actions from file systems and web-services) which later serves as a basis for
identification and determination of situations.

Object Enhancement
The objective of the Object Enhancement is to extract and identify high-level situations
(situations of the underlying systems itself considering environmental influencing
factors) from the monitored data in the Knowledge Extraction service (systems and sensor
raw data) and this information is used to help being more productive and/or economic
within (semi-) environments, as well as for further knowledge enhancement.
The service is based on a semantic model (the ENCORE Context Model) for an integrated
representation of knowledge.
Monitoring Data

Context
Identification

Context
Reasoning

Ontology
Management

Context
Repository

Context
Provisioning

Current Context

Figure 10: Object Enhancement Process

As shown in Figure 10, the process identifies the situation from the monitoring data
provided by the Knowledge Extraction Service (Context Identification), manipulates it
through different types of reasoning techniques (Context Reasoning), and provides the
refined identified context to further services (Context Provisioning).
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The Object Enhancement service will be based on the services developed within the EU
H2020 project SAFIRE2, but they will be radically extended. The input data will be
collected from different sources such as smart devices, control systems, etc. Object
Enhancement Services will analyse structured, as well as unstructured data to determine
the current context, and to identify what activity the users / objects are currently involved
in. The Object Enhancement is based on the observation data, provided by the Knowledge
Extraction service and on the ENCORE Context Model. The context information is then
stored in the Context Repository as annotation to the content that is used in the observed
context.
To achieve this, the Object Enhancement service comprises the following features:


ENCORE Context Model, which is a semantic model for an integrated
representation of BIM related objects and processing knowledge, and its
generation, and is used to identify context. All methods in the Object Enhancement
service are based on this model.



Context Identification module, which analyses the Monitoring Data handed over by
the Knowledge Extraction service and the user-behaviour monitoring module, and
extracts knowledge context, such as what products or components are involved,
what resources are used, and what items, parts or units are referenced or
manipulated in the current on-going situations.



Context Reasoning module, which reasons on the identified context provided by
the Context Identification module, and generates more accurate identified context,
which cannot be directly identified from the Context Identification module.



Context Provisioning module, which compares the similarity between the current
on-going context and historical context in the repository, and provides the results
to other modules.

3.1.3.3 Expected Innovation
A context awareness approach allows for efficient enhancement of BIM related objects
and processes, to the needs in specific situations. An ontology for BIM and context
constraints, will be used to meet dynamically changing situations of connected products,
as well as new real-time, dynamic situational monitoring services providing data needed
for situational analysis and determination, to drive decisions for real-time reconfiguration
of production systems, production processes and smart products.
New products using monitoring services, support reconfiguration of products/services
based on data gathered through real-time Big Data analytics for product and production
data, gathering insights into product use patterns and product environmental impact
patterns.
ENCORE Context Model: The ENCORE Context Model includes identification of the
set of features that determine the situation. An OWL-based ontology to represent the

2

http://www.safire-factories.org
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extracted information as explicit machine interpretable knowledge can be used. This
ontology serves as a base for Object Enhancement, refining and reusing.
Basically, the ENCORE Context Model includes three layers:


generic,



sector-specific, and



company specific ENCORE Context Model.

Therefore, the model is extensible for different sectors and companies. It allows the
modelling of various situations (various abstraction levels), depending on specific
requirements within the business cases. This facilitates efficient adaptation/customisation
of the ENCORE tools to the needs of different sectors and companies and wide scope of
applications of the project results.
The ENCORE Context Model with its generic part addresses the generic concepts such
as:


Product Parts



Processes



Users



Location



Time

Instances from these products can be e.g. houses, home appliances, etc. These instances
are sector specific and have to be adapted to the pilot case.
3.1.4

BIM Resources Repository Management Service
It will offer an API to expose the resources available in the ENCORE BIM repository to
the KEE Service, and it will also offer features to export the identified objects to a fully
compliant IFC format, so they can be stored in the central BIM repository, or exported to
IFC-compliant solutions like Graphisoft’s ArchiCAD or Autodesk’s Revit. Additionally,
the BRM service will count on validation mechanisms in or-der to import valid BIM
resources from publicly available sources (such as the ones described in the state of the
art). These resources are used by architects and engineers to complete the models with
elements that have not been obtained through the data acquisition service. The BRM
service will manage:
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A common vault of BIM resources obtained from existing repositories, ensuring
that their specifications fulfil the most actual standards and legislation. They will
also be enhanced including new parameters that have an impact on the energy
savings calculation or tagging the existing parameters as energy-efficiency-related.
These parameters will be obtained from the Energy and Comfort Simulations
models. Those resources can be classified taking into account the information
which can provide:
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Geometric building information. Information about the current geometry
from existing buildings in order to facilitate the creation of the geometric
information model.



National Cadastre Services. In some countries or regions, there are organisms
(called Cadastre) storing information about plots and buildings. European
Cadastre Services should be based on INSPIRE directive, keeping a common
data structure. Some of those services, such as the Spanish Cadastre, offer
information through webservices, or to be downloaded by the user in several
formats. This will be used for one of the pilots.

Figure 11: Spanish Cadastre Web
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Other resources. There are some resources offering geometric building
information in 2D or 3D in several formats. There is not an only resource
containing information about all the buildings in Europe, so, a collection of
these resources should be added to BRMS suggesting the most appropriate to
the user.
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Figure 12: OpenStreetMap Buildings Website

Figure 13: PlaceMaker Website. Export to REVIT.



BIM objects for constructive solutions (façades, walls, windows, roofs, floors,
slabs) and for technical facilities (heating, cooling, lighting, ventilation systems).
The information included in these BIM Objects must be focused on those
parameters which are needed for thermal and energy assessment.
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A ENCORE BIM objects library will be developed. However, other online
resources will be shown to wide the possibilities.
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Figure 14: NBS National BIM Library



A weather files database with information from several cities and regions will be
developed to be used for energy assessment. Parameters included in these files
should be, at least, the following: temperature, humidity, insolation, solar radiation.
The information for these parameters should be hourly during a whole year.

Figure 15: Energyplus Weather Data



A Resources Discovery Service (RDS) to always keep an updated ENCORE
repository with new resources. Some information should be updated in the future,
such as geometric building information not available yet, weather information or
new BIM objects, taking account the information requests from the ENCORE users.



The Ontology-BIM Resources Mapping Service (OBRMS) to keep the ontology
mapped to BIM resources.
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3.2
3.2.1

BIM-AIDED HOLONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR BUILDING RENOVATION
On-site design analysis and verification
The On-site Design Analysis and Verification Service (ODAVS) will foster collaboration
between people who are in charge of the design phase.
As renovation actions are often hardly constrained by the existing situation, some design
decisions involving various types of technical expertise must be made by means of joint
on-site surveys. This often occurs when the designer must be advised by a specialty
contractor or a supplier or any kind of expert in the field, prior to integrating a specific
set of technical sub-elements in the project.
Thanks to the adoption of AR/MR technology, the involved people are not necessarily
required to be all present on-site at the same time, thus gaining in terms of efficiency.
Indeed, the remotely located person (who is usually a member of the design team) will be
allowed to cooperate with the on-site person (e.g. the expected supplier), in order to be
advised on the best option to be picked out. Similarly, several possible design options
may require on-site comparison and verification in order to filter only those ones which
are actually feasible and to assess (e.g. due to space limitations) the most advisable for
that particular context. The assessment could be based on several relevant performances.
Among them, energy and cost figures will be included, in order to support the owner and
other stakeholders in performing considerate evaluations of scenarios.
To this purpose, the ODAVS concept represented in Figure 16 is suggested. ODAVS can
continuously query the Project Information Model (PIM) relative to the design managed
by the Encore engine. The person wandering on-site and wearing the AR/MR headset will
be localised and sensed as needed to correctly display the relevant information from the
PIM related to the existing context. The generation of the scenes will be continuously
updated while the person is moving around in the site. When needed, the person on-site
can be provided with a virtual menu to navigate between different options (e.g. providing
options in terms of technical parameters), which are assessed from the energy perspective
by the Energy Saving Simulation Service and from the economic perspective by the cost
analysis tool. They both provide information supporting the decision making process.
Finally, the AR/MR tool will share the displayed scene with the remotely connected
person, who may be a member of the design team.
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Figure 16: Schematics of the ODAVS concept.

3.2.2

Automated Work Planning
The Automated Work Planning Service (AWOPS) will support those ones involved in
the execution phase of renovation works (e.g. supervisor, contractor, owner). Thanks to
the adoption of a holonic management system approach, this service is able to face the
challenges determined by the dynamicity and complexity of construction processes. More
specifically:


AWOPS performs dynamic management both at the local and global level,
according to what is more convenient. Thus it does not neglect the general objective
and it reduces the overall computational effort;



AWOPS is agile and flexible, because it is able to understand when it is the right
time to perform re-planning and when the operator must be involved in any
decisions, e.g. to the purpose of re-planning (in fact it is a relevant example of
human and machine collaboration);



AWOPS is able to self-organize, it is robust against disturbances and it is able to
deal with complexity, thanks to its distributed intelligence among the several levels
of the holarchies; the planning is continuously improved while knowledge on the
actual status of processes and resources is being collected.

An overview of the AWOPS concept is represented in Figure 17. Requirements and
objectives are queried from the masterplan, which is related to high-level strategic
planning and includes the main milestones and deliverables. Basically, the masterplan
defines deadlines for completion of the main milestones and the deliverables of the
project. According to these milestones, AWOPS will split the complete duration of the
project into the main phases, which are represented by the time spans separated by those
main milestones.
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Within every main phase, a holonic management approach will be implemented through
the AWOPS. First of all, this service will query the Project Information Model to retrieve
technical information about the products and components to be executed until the end of
the current phase. In addition, the Encore Engine will provide AWOPS with the
elementary list of operations and their relationships, to be performed for the assembly or
on-site fabrication of each product or component. Economic information about the value
of every operation, product and component will be provided by the Encore Engine, too.
This information will be combined with information about the context to feed the
simulation engine of AWOPS and produce the first work plan for the current phase.
Indeed, this first work plan becomes the current baseline of the works to be performed,
and is kept unvaried until construction works actually start on-site. Another outcome of
the first work plan is the resource schedules, which are used as the booking of involved
resources and are passed to the information systems of specialty contractors in charge of
the executions of works (e.g. ERP of specialty contractors).
Once the execution of works has started, the monitoring system of Encore will be in
charge of assessing work progress, which is the overall value of products and components
actually assembled or fabricated on site, and of estimating the actual status of the involved
resources (e.g. operational status, current operation or task in which every resource is
currently involved, its availability at the present stage and in the near future). This
information is queried by AWOPS and used as inputs to perform projections about the
expected advancement of works and status of the works, by means of real-time
simulations. The outcomes of these simulations will be used to assess whether relevant
deviations are being experienced with respect to the baseline and, in case this happens, to
trigger an alarm. Such an alarm would restart a new iteration of the simulation engine to
work out several possible work plans. These simulations must be targeted to finding out
another combination of (resource-) and (work-)flows which must meet the requirements
and objective posed by the masterplan for the current phase. In other words, the AWOPS
simulation engine would work out a set of alternative scenarios to support the selection
of the updated work plan. An additional outcome of these simulation would be an updated
schedule of involved resources. In fact, the simulation of work projections is in charge of
working out all possible future scenarios resulting from the combination of involved
resources at the current state of the system, as notified by the unit in charge of continuous
work and resource progress monitoring.
The aforementioned loop (light-blue in Figure 17) including monitoring, simulation of
expected work projections, deviation assessment and alarm triggering, simulation of
updated work plans, work re-planning and selection of the updated work plan, is iterated
by AWOPS until the current phase is accomplished. When the current phase is terminated,
AWOPS queries the masterplan to set up its internal system for the management of the
following phase, until the completion of the whole project.
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Figure 17: Schematics of the AWOPS concept.

3.2.3

Construction Project Management Service
ENCORE will allow to manage the life-cycle of renovation projects (and new
constructions), establishing a mechanism that provides continuously specific feedbacks
to the ENCORE adopters by means of the platform. The feedbacks are foreseen in form
of information that can be structured and adapted to interoperate with the services
provided by the platform. Depending on the specific context and semantic of the
information the feedback would correspond to plan, actions, knowledge records, and
decisions that will affect the behaviour and the design both in the short and the long term
during the whole renovation life cycle.
Thanks to the holonic architecture adopted for this service, the renovated sub-systems of
the building will be interpreted as a set of holons (holarchy), hence a performance metrics
theory will be applied for the life-cycle management of the renovated facility. In
particular, a technique today called HMT (holonic management tree), will be used to
decompose a multi-objective goal into a deterministic temporary tree (the holarchy) that
detects opportunities for the continuous improvement of the facility. This will constitute
a nimble diagnostic system for the real-time detection of problems and lack of efficiency
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that will also feed a lessons-learnt database for information analysis and management in
the medium-long term. This methodology will provide new sustainability life-cycle
paradigms in the long term. It will also embody the new visions in which the goals of
facility management are linked to cyber-physical systems of systems that realize, for the
multifaceted users of the ENCORE (multi-stakeholders), the Weiser’s calm technology
paradigm. This new approach is oriented towards a more usable, effective, day-by-day,
affordable, and human-centric holistic approach in the regulation of the disturbances (also
the unexpected ones) that likely will affect the facility during a long-term life cycle.
The concept is schematically rendered in Figure 18. The major entities in the scheme are
the ENCORE engine, the synthesis of the HMT and its conduction. The information that
circulates in the system are classified as follows:
<1> Domain knowledge that is obtained from the ENCORE, this knowledge involves
external and expertise, user’s, social knowledge not currently maintained by BIM
<2>Knowledge and information from the BIM, seen as a common data environment
according to BS EN ISO 19650.
From <1> and <2> the HMT is synthesized and then put into work. The HMT synthesis
is based on goal decomposition that is mapped into performance goals and associated key
performance indicators (KPIs). The construction of KPIs (comprehensive and selfrecurrent in nature) should follow mostly the efficiency classes and their specifications
as of the EN 15232 standard.
The HMT produces continuous detection of opportunities at several levels of granularity
of the system of systems that end up into context-dependent sequential planning of actions
and operations.
<3> The feedback of HMT are then transmitted to ENCORE engine for
actuation/effectuation/enforcement (automated or human-based)
<4> The effects of the actions are monitored and evaluated continuously from HMT
<5> The history of HMTs is stored and might be used for long term evaluations and
assessments, analysis, design paradigms update, and predictions.
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Figure 18: The scheme of the concept of CPMS

3.3
3.3.1

REAL-TIME ESTIMATION OF ENERGY AND COMFORT PERFORMANCES
Energy Savings Simulation Service
According to the workflow designed to the renovation processes of the building or
components, the Project Manager, Architect, Engineering or Energy Expert that will have
access to the ENCORE platform will be able to create different scenarios for the
simulation of the energy savings. The service will use the ESS Engine, EnergyPlus, where
the characteristics of the building will be addressed. Initially, the required parameters are
referred to the location: latitude and longitude, orientation and altitude.
Therefore, the parameters regarding the building use, climate, building envelope and
HVAC (heating, ventilating air and conditioning) characteristics will be included in the
program.
Finally, the simulation will be performed taking into consideration several aspects:


The geographical location and position of the building.



The new EU regulations applicable to the project.



The national and regional energy regulations applicable to the project. As a matter
of fact, EU countries hold different schedules for building occupancy, lighting,
heating and cooling, water heating, infiltration or internal gains due to humans and
appliances.

At least, the parameters listed below should be defined:
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Location


Latitude and longitude (º)



Building Orientation (º)



Weather file
Options:


Use the regulatory weather files of each country according to energy
efficiency regulations.



Create a network of real weather stations that dump data to an online
cloud that can be consulted by technicians. Or, even, from the
dumped data, the new tool could automatically create the weather
file.



Create your own database with weather files according to
geographical areas.

The service will be compatible with the green building XML (gbXML) model, so it
can be imported into the ENCORE model for the calculation of the simulation, even
in real-time design. Additionally, the end-user will be able to save these scenarios and
the results of the simulation, so they can be discussed with other stakeholders. The
selected scenario will be used as a benchmark to measure the energy savings obtained
during a selected window of time and validate the effectiveness of the renovation
project.
The climate files will have an .epw extension for Energy Plus.
The minimum parameters to take into account for the creation of a climate file would
be dry temperature, relative humidity, solar radiation (global, direct and diffuse), wind
direction and wind speed.


Internal loads
Each EU country uses different types of internal charges and their magnitudes are
also variable. It is estimated that, at least, the following should be taken into
account:


Occupation


Density of occupation (pers / m2)
Options:
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Calculate a value for each case based on the number of
bedrooms or based on the floor area of each model.



Have real occupancy data of the buildings studied

Metabolic heat rate (W/person): Activity developed by users
(sensible heat and latent heat)
Options:


Use normative values of each country.



Define an internal load value for the occupation of people
for ENCORE. In Spain 117.20 W/person is used.

Table 1 Classification of metabolism according to type of activity (Based on ISO 8996)

Class
Resting
Light metabolism
Moderate metabolism
High metabolism
Really high metabolism

W/m2
65
100
65
230
290

Table 2: Classification of metabolic rates according to type of activity (Based on ISO 8996)



Associated schedule
Options:
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does not seem logical considering that each country has its
own customs and schedules for entering and leaving homes.
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Create a specific schedule for the idiosyncrasy and customs
of each country for ENCORE, or divide Europe into three
zones (south, middle and north europe), each with its value.



Take normative schedules of each country according to its
regulations.

Figure 19: Sample Schedule occupancy dwellings under Spanish law (DB HE).
Explanation: The “x” axis represents hours and the “y” occupancy rates. The house is occupied
between 24:00 and 7:00 at 100%, at 25% between 7:00 and 15:00, at 50% between 15:00 and 23:00
and 100%, again, from 23:00 to 24:00.



Equipment


Equipment loads (W/m2)
Options:





A specific value for each country according to its policies.
In Spain 4,40 W/m2 (DB HE) is used.



One specific and common value to all countries according to
ENCORE or divide Europe into three zones (south, middle
and north europe), each with its value.



New proposal of values for each country according to
ENCORE. This would imply a review of what is being done
today in each country regarding energy efficiency.

Associated schedule
Options:
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Use a common schedule for all countries. This, in principle,
does not seem logical since the country has its own customs
and operating hours in homes.



Create a specific schedule for the idiosyncrasy and customs
of each country according to ENCORE or divide Europe into
three zones (south, middle and north europe), each with its
value.



Take regulatory schedules of each country according to its
regulations.

Figure 20: Example of schedule for equipment operation according to Spanish regulations
(DB HE).
Explanation: The "x" axis represents hours and the "y" operating percentages. Between 24:00 and
7:00, 10% of the equipment loads, 30% between 7:00 and 18:00, 50% between 18:00 and 19:00, act
100%, between 19:00 and 23:00 and 50% at 24:00.



Lighting


Lighting loads (W/m2): As in the case of equipment, it would be
necessary to establish what values to use.
Options:
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A specific value for each country according to its norms. In
Spain, 4.40 W / m2 (DB HE) is used



One specific and common value to all countries according to
ENCORE or divide Europe into three zones (south, middle
and north europe), each with its value.
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New proposal of values for each country according to
ENCORE. This would imply a review of what is being done
today in each country regarding energy efficiency.

Associated schedule
It is important to keep in mind that each country has a different
number of daylight hours depending on its latitude, therefore it
seems that this value should be adjusted to the reality of each
geographical area.
Options:


Use a common schedule for all countries. This, in principle,
does not seem logical because of the comments above.



Create a specific schedule based on the daylight hours of
each country according to ENCORE or divide Europe into
three zones (south, middle and north europe), each with its
value.



Take regulatory schedules of each country according to
regulations.

Figure 21: Example of a schedule for lighting use according to Spanish regulations (DB HE).
Explanation: The "x" axis represents hours and the "y" operating percentages. Between 24:00 and
7:00, 10% of the lighting loads, 30% between 7:00 and 18:00, 50% between 18:00 and 19:00, the
100%, between 19:00 and 23:00 and 50% at 24:00.



Setpoint temperatures
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Options:


Specific values for each country according to its policies.
For example, in Spain (DB HE) is used:
Heating: Day = 20 ºC / Night = 17 ºC
Cooling: Day = 25 ºC / Night = 27 ºC





ENCORE values proposal according to climatic characteristics and
comfort level pursued in each country according to its climatic data.



Common values proposed by ENCORE for all countries or divide
Europe into three zones (south, middle and north europe), each with
its own value.

Associated schedule: Months of the year and hours of the day in which the air
conditioning systems work. This parameter will also be variable according to
the latitude of each country.
Options:


Specific schedules for each country according to its policies.
For example, in Spain (DB HE) is used:
Heating: From October to May
Cooling: From June to September
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Proposal of ENCORE schedules and months of operation according
to climatic characteristics and comfort level pursued in each country
based on its climatic data.



A common schedule proposed by ENCORE for all countries or
divide Europe into three zones (south, middle and north europe),
each with its own values.
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Table 3: Months of operation according to Spanish regulations for heating and cooling (DB HE)

Explanation: The "x" axis represents the days of the week and the "y" months of the
year. Heating from October to May (red) and cooling from June to September (blue).

Figure 22: Schedules of setpoint temperatures for heating according to the Spanish policy (DB
HE).

Explanation: From 23:00 to 7:00, 17 ºC is used as setpoint temperature and 20 ºC from
7:00 to 23:00 between the months of October and May.
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Figure 23: Schedules of setpoint temperatures for cooling according to the Spanish policy (DB
HE)

Explanation: From 23:00 to 7:00, 27 ºC is used as setpoint temperature, from 7:00 to
15:00 the cooling is off and 25 ºC from 15:00 to 23:00 between the months of June to
September.


Ventilation


Ventilation rate (ch/h, l/s person or l/s m2): A ventilation rate must be defined.
Options:


Specific values for each country according to its policies.
For example, in Spain (DB HE) is admitted: 0,63 ch/h throughout
the year and 4 ch/h on summer nights.

Table 4: Minimum ventilation values required in Spain in l/s according to the number of
bedrooms in the house
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Common values proposed by ENCORE for all countries or divide
Europe into three zones (south, middle and north europe), each with
its own values.

Associated schedule
Options:


Specific schedules for each country according to its policies.



Proposal of ENCORE schedules and months of operation according
to climatic characteristics and comfort level pursued in each country
based on its climatic data.



A common schedule proposed by ENCORE for all countries or
divide Europe into three zones (south, middle and north europe),
each with its own values.

In warm climates (southern Europe) incorporate a plus of night ventilation in
summer. In Spain, the default value of 0,63 ch/h during summer days and 4
ch/h on summer nights is accepted.


Heating, Ventilating Air and Conditioning (HVAC) Input


Domestic Hot Water (DHW)


Daily demand (l/day or l/m2day)
Options:


Use values required by the regulations of each country.

Table 5: Daily consumption per person of DHW according to Spanish policy (DB HE4)



Define own parameters in ENCORE.



Power (W) and performance of thermos or boiler



DHW solar contribution according to climate zone
Options:
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Table 6: In Spain, the minimum solar contribution for DHW is defined based on the daily DHW
demand of the building and the climatic zone taking into account solar radiation.




Define own parameters in ENCORE according to solar
radiation received in each geographical area.

Associated schedule
Options:





Specific hours of operation for each country according to its
policies.



Proposal of schedules and operation for DHW by ENCORE
for each country.



A common schedule proposed by ENCORE for all countries
or divide Europe into three zones (south, middle and north
europe), each with its own values.

Air conditioning


Definition of air conditioning installations (heating and cooling)



Associated schedules
These schedules have been defined above.



Geometry and envelope


Geometric definition of the model: simplifying the building in independent
units of use (public zones and residential units).



Definition of the layered composition of the envelope elements.



Frames and glass: Define the type of frame and glass of the windows.



Thermal Bridges Definition
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Wall-Ground floor



Wall-Wall (corner)



Wall-Floor (not ground floor)



Lintel above window or door



Sill below window



Jamb at window or door

Renewable energies (On-site energy production)


Photovoltaic



Wind turbines

The service will be compatible with the green building XML (gbXML) model, so it
can be imported into the ENCORE model for the calculation of the simulation, even
in real-time design.
Additionally, the end-user will be able to save the different simulated scenarios and
the results of the simulation, so they can be discussed with other stakeholders. The
selected scenario will be used as a benchmark to measure the energy savings obtained
during a selected window of time and validate the effectiveness of the renovation
project.
The workflow would be:
Once the BIM and gbXML model is obtained, the energy efficiency expert would have
to generate an idf file that contains at least the data listed in this section to run it on
Energy Plus.
3.3.2

Comfort Simulation Services
After the introduction of the parameters regarding the Energy Saving Simulation Service,
comfort parameters related with the indoor environment will be loaded in the engine.
These parameters will cover subjects as the required lightning for the rooms, according
to the building use, humidity, temperature, air flow, air quality, ventilation,
cooling/heating and noise.
The Comfort Simulation service will make use of an internal CSS Engine that will
calculate the effect of different combinations of resources on different comfort
parameters. The ENCORE CSS Engine will implement the principles of [ISO
16813:2006] for environment design to manage so.
However, EnergyPlus simulations can generate extensive data on environmental
conditions within the building and resultant occupant comfort levels. The following
comfort-related output is available:
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Internal air temperature: the calculated average temperature of the air.



Internal radiant temperature: the average Mean Radiant Temperature (MRT) of
the zone, calculated assuming that the person is in the centre of the zone, with no
weighting for any particular surface.



Internal operative temperature: The mean of the internal air and radiant
temperatures.



Outside dry-bulb temperature: site data.



Relative Humidity: the calculated average relative humidity of the air.



Fanger PMV: Fanger Predicted Mean Vote calculated according to ISO 7730.



Pierce PMV ET: The Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) calculated using the effective
temperature and the Pierce two-node thermal comfort model.



Pierce PMV SET: The Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) calculated using the 'Standard'
effective temperature and the Pierce two-node thermal comfort model.



Pierce Discomfort Index (DISC): The Discomfort index calculated using the
Pierce two-node thermal comfort model.



Pierce Thermal Sens. Index (TSENS): The Thermal Sensation Index (PMV)
calculated using the Pierce two-node thermal comfort model.



Kansas Uni TSV: The Thermal Sensation Vote (TSV) calculated using the KSU
two-node thermal comfort model.



Discomfort hrs (summer clothing): The time when the combination of zone
humidity ratio and operative temperature is not in the ASHRAE 55-2004 summer
clothes region.



Discomfort hrs (winter clothing): The time when the combination of zone
humidity ratio and operative temperature is not in the ASHRAE 55-2004 winter
clothes region.



Discomfort hrs (all clothing): The time when the combination of zone humidity
ratio and operative temperature is not in the ASHRAE 55-2004 summer or winter
clothes region.
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Figure 24: Scheme of the inputs required for the Energy Efficiency and Comfort

3.3.3

Building Monitoring Service
In order to ensure that the energy efficiency and comfort variables do not degrade over
time ENCORE shall provide a monitoring service that will gather data from a sensor
network located in the renovated building. To assess energy efficiency and comfort a
range of parameters requires continuous measurement.
Energy consumption, this includes two main categories: energy used for lighting and for
heating/cooling. These may also include different energy sources, but we will be focusing
on electricity and gas. These parameters can be accessed with different levels on
granularity depending on the goals of the monitoring process. Electricity consumption
data can be captured from an electrical meter and the illumination and heating/cooling
components extrapolated from historical data or monitored down to the appliance level.
Environmental conditions, this covers from external weather conditions, were variables
like: temperature, humidity, rainfall, wind speed, and solar radiation, to indoor
environment covering manly temperature and humidity, need to be monitored.
Building occupation and user activity patterns, monitoring these parameters is critical
to better exploit energy efficiency strategies. By monitoring the usage of spaces (using
presence, motion and light sensors), the lighting intensity and climate settings can be
adjusted to fit an efficient building management strategy.
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Based on historical data, the service will be able to predict the need of specific actions by
the tenant to keep the energy efficiency and comfort parameters in good shape or even to
suggest behavioural changes.
The service will also provide a range of user interface platforms:

3.3.4



a monitoring dashboard that will inform sensor status and alert for sensor
malfunction, low battery and device intrusion;



a data visualisation platform, to explore sensor data streams in graphical timeline
series;



a user app allowing visualisation and understanding of current comfort parameters
and energy usage.

BIM Visualization, Feedback and Monitoring
The system will provide the tenants with visual information during the whole life-cycle
of the renovation process, presenting the 3D model to the different stakeholders through
on-line or dedicated user interfaces:


During the proposal stage of the project, the end-users will be able to interact with
the model and make comments on specific aspects. They could even request
modifications, obtaining a direct feedback about the impact on the budget.
This interaction will be done both visually and text based through a web viewer in
the ENCORE platform. The BIM model is to be visualized in a web viewer as IFC
directly exported from the AEC actors BIM-platform. The communication between
the end-user and the AEC actor will be done as a combination of pictures and text
and will be supported by the most widely used communication format in the
building industry; BCF, BIM Collaboration Format.



During the execution of the project, they will be able to follow up the status of the
project by means of the information provided by the Construction Project
Management Services.



Once the renovation project ends, the tenants will be able to continuously monitor
energy consumption and comfort parameters, as provided by the BM Service.

3.3.4.1 The BIM Viewer
The viewer in the ENCORE platform will be a full featured BIM viewer integrated
directly into the browser thus facilitating easy and remote access to the design project.
For the end-user the BIM viewer will function as a coherent eco-system where the only
thing the AEC actor needs to do, is to upload the BIM as IFC to the ENCORE platform
thus giving the end-user a complete overview of the building design.
The BIM viewer will feature many different services that the end-user can use during the
design process.


Multi-user setup



Distributed environment
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Federated model



Realtime interaction and synchronisation



Voice chat



BCF support



POI system



3D floor plans



View management, turn off discipline models, IFC types etc.



Spectate system



Measuring tool

Facilitation of communication will be done directly in and through the web viewer. The
end-user can create new comments or comment on already existing ones. The AEC actor
can then download and import these comments directly in the desired BIM program
(Revit, ArchiCAD, NavisWorks, Solibri etc.).

Figure 25: BIM Viewer – Overview

The BIM viewer can facilitate both small and big projects. Big projects might have more
than one discipline involved (Architectural, Structural etc.) these individual BIM models
can be shown together or as individual models. Thus, given the professional end-user an
opportunity to revise the models based on contractual agreements.
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The viewer also presents the opportunity to view plans in 3D. This feature can be turned
on in real time, and the end-user can change between each building story as desired. The
floor plan is automatically generated directly from the BIM model in IFC format.

Figure 26: BIM Viewer – 3D plan view

The BIM viewer also present the opportunity to explore the BIM model as a team of endusers through a multiplayer environment. This environment supports both smartphones,
VR-solutions and desktop PC’s.
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4.

MINIMUM VIABLE PRODUCT [MOCKUP OF THE SCREENS]
Based on the agreed workflow, presented in section 2.3, the graphical user interface of
the ENCORE platform that will serve as a portal to the framework services has been
planned. The following mockups show the initial screens designed for the platform.
The ENCORE platform home screen (Figure 27) gives the user the option to either choose
login to the renovation planning system or to view the ENCORE website.

Figure 27: Home Screen of the ENCORE Platform

After the login (Figure 28, Figure 29) to the renovation planning system, the user is called
to choose either to create a new renovation plan or to open an existed one (Figure 29).

Figure 28: Login Screen
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Figure 29: Login Failed Screen

Figure 30: Screen to Create New Project or Open Existed

In the renovation planning screens, the user is called to upload or choose the information
about the property which is about to be renovated, as well as the options for the preferable
energy efficiency and comfort goals for the renovation process. As initial suggestion for
the platform, the user could choose the particular options for the energy efficiency and
comfort renovation, navigating through the steps 1-4, before they are able to accept the
plan and proceed with the monitoring of the plan execution (Figure 31 - Figure 40).
In the step 1 (Figure 31) the user has to upload or choose the basic requirements for the
renovation, defining a name for the project, the building dimensions, location, etc.
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Figure 31: Step 1 of the Renovation Plan - Basic User/Building Requirements

In the step 2, the user will be called to upload or choose the appropriate BIM (Figure 33),
energy efficiency (Figure 34) and comfort models (Figure 35).

Figure 32: Step 2 - Definition of Information Models
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Figure 33: Step 2 - Definition of BIM Model

Figure 34: Step 2 - Definition of Energy Efficiency Model
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Figure 35: Step 2 - Definition of Comfort Model

In the step 3 (Figure 36), the user will be able to view visualisations (for energy, Figure
37 and comfort, Figure 38, aspects) and analytical information or connect to intermediate
systems for more specialised processing.

Figure 36: Step 3 - Data Analysis and Visualisation
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Figure 37: Step 3 - Energy Efficiency Analysis

Figure 38: Step 3 - Comfort Analysis

In step 4 the user will see an overview of the renovation plan made so far in which the
benefits from the chosen options will be visualized (Figure 39). In the overview step, the
user will be called to accept and save the renovation plan, which will be later send for
execution to the respective stakeholders.
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Figure 39: Step 4 - Renovation Plan Overview

After the end of the renovation planning, the different renovation actions will be
monitored (Figure 40) and the user will be able to connect to the monitoring system which
will be further available for ensuring the on-plan execution of the renovation actions.

Figure 40: Renovation Monitoring System Access Point
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5.

CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable summarises the concept of the envisaged ENCORE solution, including
an overview on the envisaged ENCORE platform and the basic approach for each of the
envisaged ENCORE Services.
Therefore, the deliverable describes the envisaged ENCORE cloud platform, which
represent the central element within the renovation process, including a simplified
ENCORE ecosystem architecture, which is separated into three key layers. In addition,
the ENCORE platform is modelled by an ontology diagram. It also describes the actors
identified to be involved in along the renovation process, as well as the workflow in the
different phases, in order to explain the system operation in detail.
Moreover, the ENCORE Service Framework represents all services are described in
detail, classified by their purpose in two major services classes, the ENCORE (Web-)
Apps and the ENCORE Engines. Finally, the deliverable presents first mock-ups of the
graphical user interface of the ENCORE platform, which will serve as a portal to the
framework services.
Therewith, D1.3 represents a basic input for the elaboration of D1.4 ENCORE
Architecture and D1.5 Pilot Case.
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7.

APPENDIX
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Figure 41: ENCORE System Ontology - Top Levels
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Figure 42: Detailed ENCORE System Ontology
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